Aspect-based sentiment analysis (
Introduction
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) includes three subtasks: aspect term extraction (ATE), opinion term extraction 1 (OTE) and aspect-level sentiment classification (ASC). The first two subtasks aim to identify the aspect term and the opinion * Work was done when Yunlong Liang was an intern at Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI, Tencent Inc, China. † Jinan Xu is the corresponding author. 1 The ABSA task is more complete with the opinion term extraction subtask Peng et al., 2019) .
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Figure 1: Overview of the relationships among three aspect-level subtasks (left part) and two documentlevel subtasks (right part). The three aspect-level subtasks are highly semantic correlated, and thus can incrementally facilitate one another through knowledge transfer. The knowledge from two documentlevel subtasks are discriminately transferred to enhance the corresponding aspect-level subtasks, namely, the domain-specific knowledge from document-level domain classification is transferred to aspect term extraction and opinion term extraction, and the sentimentrelated knowledge from document-level sentiment classification is transferred to aspect-level sentiment classification.
term appeared in one sentence, respectively. The goal of the ASC subtask is to detect the sentimental orientation towards the extracted aspect terms.
For example, for the sentence "The battery is very longer." of the Laptop domain, the opinion term "longer" indicates that the sentiment polarity of the aspect term "battery" is positive, suggesting the strong semantic correlation among them. Given the aspect term "battery" and its sentiment polarity positive, the word "longer" rather than other words (e.g. "very") in the sentence will be easily extracted as an opinion term, that is, any two subtasks can help the third one. Some researchers also observe this and thus jointly perform the aspect term and opinion term co-extraction Dai and Song, 2019) or aspect term-polarity co-extraction 2 , achieving promising performance in this direction. Unfortunately, these methods only couple two subtasks and neglect the potential and mutual effects among all the three subtasks.
In addition, since the easily accessible documentlevel sentiment corpora contain rich domainspecific and sentiment-related linguistic knowledge, thus, they can benefit the aspect-level tasks, which involve two document-level subtasks: domain classification and sentiment classification . Some studies focus on constructing auxiliary data (Dai and Song, 2019) or applying document-level sentiment classification to boost the ASC subtask by sharing the encoder (He et al., 2018; Chen and Qian, 2019) , while the domainspecific properties 3 are not explicitly modeled. Although merge the knowledge from two document-level subtasks to enhance the ATE and ASC subtasks, such indiscriminate use of the document-level knowledge is coarse and thus limits its potential. Specifically, since the aspect term and the opinion term own domain-specific properties while sentiment polarities are typically domain-invariant (i.e. positive, negative and neutral), therefore, the domain classification can help to extract the aspect term and the opinion term while it may be helpless when judg-2 take the aspect term extraction and opinion term extraction as a single sequence labeling task, i.e., using a unified tagging scheme {BA,IA,BP,IP,O} to label the aspect term, the opinion term and other words, respectively, without explicitly modeling the correlation between them. Thus, we refer it to the aspect term-polarity co-extraction.
3 For instance, in the sentence "...the longer you may have to wait" of the Restaurant domain, the opinion term "longer" represents longer time, while it denotes durable "battery" in the case of the Laptop domain. That is, the meaning of the opinion term "longer" expresses completely different meanings when it occurs in different domains, i.e. domain-specific properties. Similarly, the aspect term also owns the properties.
ing the sentiment polarity. Similarly, the documentlevel sentiment classification is more beneficial to the ASC subtask rather than the ATE and OTE subtasks, just as shown in the right part of Figure 1 .
To address the issues above, we propose an Iterative Knowledge Transfer Network (IKTN) to fully exploit the semantic relationships at both the token level and the document level for the ABSA task. Particularly, we design a novel routing algorithm, which can mutually transfer task-specific knowledge among the three aspect-level subtasks, as illustrated in the left part of Figure 1 . Furthermore, the IKTN employs a more fine-grained way to discriminately transfer document-level knowledge to the aspect-level subtasks, as shown in the right part of Figure 1 , where the knowledge from domain classification subtask only serves for the ATE and OTE subtasks while the knowledge from document-level sentiment classification subtask only helps the ASC subtask. All the knowledge transfer processes are iteratively conducted for fully exploiting the knowledge in all the tasks to enhance the ABSA task.
We conduct experiments on three benchmark datasets. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, and we achieve consistent state-ofthe-art performances on these benchmark datasets. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose an iterative knowledge transfer network for the ABSA task, which can transfer the task-specific knowledge from any two of the three aspect-level subtasks to the third one for mutual promotion via a speciallydesigned routing algorithm.
• We propose a more fine-grained way to discriminately transfer the document-level knowledge to enhance the aspect-level tasks.
• Our approach significantly outperforms the existing methods and achieves new state-ofthe-art results on three benchmark datasets.
Background
In this section, we mainly formulate the aspectlevel tasks and document-level tasks, where the document-level tasks are taken as auxiliary tasks for improving the aspect-level tasks.
Aspect-level Tasks. The ABSA task is formulated as three sequence labeling subtasks. For Figure 2 : The model architecture of IKTN. ATE: aspect term extraction; OTE: opinion term extraction; ASC: aspect-level sentiment classification. To fully exploit the inter-task correlations among the three aspect-level subtasks for mutual reinforcing, the knowledge from them is mutually transferred to each other via the "Routing Block". Besides, the knowledge from CNN ddc s is only transferred to the ATE and OTE subtasks. The knowledge from CNN dsc s is only transferred to the ASC subtask. In summary, all the knowledge transfer processes are iteratively conducted for adequately exploiting the knowledge from all the tasks to enhance the ABSA task. the ATE and OTE subtasks, we employ the BIO tagging scheme: Y ate = {BA, IA, O} and Y ote = {BP, IP, O} to label the aspect terms and the opinion terms appeared in one sentence, respectively. BA,IA,BP,IP and O denote the beginning and the inside of an aspect term, an opinion term and other words, respectively. For the ASC subtask, we employ Y asc = {pos, neg, neu} to mark the word-level sentimental orientation, which denote positive, negative and neutral sentiment polarities, respectively. Given an input sentence S = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n } with length n, we aim to inference three tag sequences Y ate = {y ate 1 , y ate 2 , . . . , y ate n }, Y ote = {y ote 1 , y ote 2 , . . . , y ote n } and Y asc = {y asc 1 , y asc 2 , . . . , y asc n }, where y ate
Document-level Tasks. This work contains two document-level subtasks: document-level domain classification (DDC) and document-level sentiment classification (DSC). For an input document D = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } with m sentences, the DDC and DSC aim to predict a domain label Y ddc ∈ {Laptop, Restaurant} and a sentiment label Y dsc ∈ Y asc , respectively. To fully exploit the rich linguistic knowledge from the document-level corpora, we design a novel network to discriminately transfer it to enhance the aspect-level tasks.
Model
Overview
As shown in Figure 2 , the IKTN mainly consists of four parts: 1) Shared Encoder, for extracting n-gram features, 2) Task-specific Layers, aiming to convert n-gram features into several task-specific representations, 3) Routing Layer, including three Routing Blocks, controlling to fully transfer knowledge among the aspect-level tasks for mutually reinforcing, and 4) Aggregation Layer, for aggregating the multi-source information for the next iteration.
Note that, knowledge generated by the DDC task only helps ATE and OTE subtasks and knowledge from the DSC task only serves for the ASC subtask. In summary, the IKTN aims to fully exploit the knowledge from all the subtasks to enhance the aspect-level tasks.
Shared Encoder
To extract n-gram features at different granularities, we adopt a few Convolutional Neural Networks (Kim, 2014) as the feature extractor, where each kernel corresponds to a linguistic feature detector (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014) . The encoder is shared by the aspect-level tasks and the documentlevel tasks for providing common features.
Task-specific Layers
Based on the Shared Encoder, under the supervised signals of various subtasks, we design three aspect-level task- Figure 3 : An example of the internal structure of "Routing Block #ASC" as shown in Figure 3 . The knowledge from the ATE and OTE subtasks is transferred to the ASC subtask through iter rounds of iteration, that is, the ATE and OTE subtasks will help the ASC subtask.
Routing Layer
We design the routing layer to take full advantages of the inter-task correlations among the three aspect-level subtasks. Particularly, the routing layer consists of three "Routing Blocks" (in Figure 2 ).
Routing Block. The routing block serves for transferring knowledge among the aspect-level subtasks as shown in the "Routing Layer" part of Figure 2. Taking the "Routing Block #ASC" for example, its internal structure is shown in Figure 3 , in which the knowledge from ATE and OTE is transferred to ASC for enhancing the ASC performance via the routing algorithm of dynamic-length. In original routing process (Sabour et al., 2017) , the output are fixed number of capsules (e.g., number of categories). However, in our problem, the output are dynamic number of capsules (sentence length), and it is necessary to discern this in practical application. To this end, we propose a new routing algorithm by introducing sin and cos positional encoding (Vaswani et al., 2017) to obtain a shared yet position-aware weight matrix W. The positional encoding functions used are as follows:
where pos is the position, p is the positional index of the dimension and d model is the input dimension.
Subsequently, taking "transferring knowledge from OTE to ASC" for example, the pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 1, which determines the agreement value c j|i . Specifically, the input H ote , A and iter of Algorithm 1 are the representation of OTE, adjacency matrix (generated by dependency tree) and iteration number, respectively (line 1). The b j|i is the probability indicating that the i-th token rep- 
end for 11:
Return v ote j 12: end procedure resentation in OTE agrees to be routed to the j-th token representation in ASC, which is initialized with zero (line 2). Theû j|i denotes the resulting knowledge vector generated by multiplying the representation H ote i by a weight matrix W ij (line 3). During each iteration (line 4), the probability b j|i is summed by b j|i and A j|i , which is the prior knowledge indicating whether there is dependency relationship between the i-th token and the j-th token or not (line 5), and the coupling coefficients are obtained by applying the softmax function (line 6) and each sentiment representation v j is calculated by aggregating all the opinion vectors for the j-th token, voting for the sentiment polarity of the j-th token, weighted by the agreement values c j|i obtained from b j|i (line 7). The squash(s j ) = ||s j || 2 1+||s j || 2 s j ||s j || scales the output s j non-linearly (line 8). Once the v j is updated in the current iteration, the probability b j|i becomes larger if the dot productû j|i · v ote j is large. That is, when an opinion vectorû j|i is more similar to the sentiment representation v ote j , the dot product is larger, meaning that it is more likely to route this opinion knowledge to the j-th token (line 9) and thus affects its sentimental orientation. Therefore, larger b j|i will lead to a larger agreement value c j|i between the opinion knowledge of the i-th token and the sentiment representation of the j-th token in the next iteration. In contrast, it generates low c j|i when there is no correlation betweenû j|i and v ote j . After multiple iterations, agreement values learned via the routing process ensures the opinion knowledge is sent to the appropriate sentiment representation (line 11).
Similarly, we can obtain the knowledge v ate j which is transferred from ATE to ASC, indicating which token should be correctly labeled with the sentiment polarity. The knowledge from ATE and OTE subtasks is combined as follows:
where h asc j is the j-th hidden of the ASC subtask. We achieve knowledge transfer in "Routing Block #OTE" and "Routing Block #ATE" in Figure 2 through the process above. In doing so, the three subtasks are interacted with one another to fully exploit the inter-task correlations.
Aggregation Layer
This layer aims to aggregate the multi-source knowledge, i.e., the task-specific knowledge, the predictions of the aspect-level tasks from the previous iteration, which is proved helpful in , and the document-level knowledge. Specifically, the functions used are as follows: [;] means concatenation operation, f 1 and f 2 are fully-connected layers andŷ o(t) i is the prediction on the i-th token at the t-th iteration, o ∈ {ate, ote, asc}. Note that the ATE and OTE subtasks only take the domain-specific knowledge from the DDC subtask, i.e. a ddc(t) i , and the ASC subtask only merges the sentiment-related knowledge from the DSC subtask, i.e.ŷ dsc(t) and a
i . Then a fully-connected layer with softmax function is applied to map h s(t) toŷ s(t) .
Overall, the IKTN can fully perform knowledge transfer via the routing algorithm and incorporate the document-level knowledge to discriminately enhance the corresponding aspect-level tasks through such T rounds of iteration.
Training
For training, we minimize the loss on each token of aspect-level tasks and each instance of documentlevel tasks with the cross-entropy function. The aspect-level loss functions are written as follows:
where λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are discount coefficients, o ∈ {ate, ote, asc}, n is the sentence length, C 1 is the class number, y o i,r denotes the ground-truth and y o(T ) i,r denotes the predictions with T times iteration, respectively. The document-level loss functions are formulated as follows:
where λ 4 and λ 5 are discount coefficients, s ∈ {ddc, dsc}, C 2 is the class number, y s r denotes the ground-truth andŷ s(T ) r denotes the predictions with T times iteration, respectively. For the whole model training, we first pretrain the model with document-level tasks for a few epochs to generate reasonable features for aspectlevel tasks. Subsequently, we train the network on aspect-level corpus and document-level corpus alternately, to minimize the corresponding loss.
Experiments
Experiment Settings
Datasets. Table 1 is the data statistics from Se-mEval 2014 (Pontiki et al., 2014) and SemEval 2015 (Pontiki et al., 2015) . The opinion terms of these three datasets are annotated by . We adopt two document-level datasets from (He et al., 2018 , which include 30k instances of Yelp restaurant domain and 30k instances of Amazon electronic domain, respectively. We merge the two datasets with domain labels for domain classification. We use the Yelp data when training on D1 and D3, and use the Amazon data for D2, due to the domain-specific properties. Implementation Details. Following , we use 300d GloVe 4 released by (Pennington et al., 2014) as general-specific embeddings and the embeddings released by (Xu et al., 2018) as domain-specific embeddings. Our models 5 are trained by Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with learning rate η 0 = 10 −4 , and batch size is set to 32. When training, we randomly sample 20% of each training data as the development set and the remaining 80% as training set. We tune the iteration number T and the routing number iter on each development set. The tuning details and more implementation details are given in Appendix A, B.
Evaluation Metrics. Following , five metrics are applied for evaluation and the average score over 5 runs are reported with random initialization in all experiments. We use F1 score denoted as F1-I to measure the aspect term-polarity co-extraction performance, where an extracted aspect term is taken as correct only when the span and the sentiment are both correct. For the ATE and OTE subtasks, we use F1 to measure the performance denoted as F1-a and F1-o, respectively. For the ASC subtask, we adopt accuracy and macro-F1 denoted as acc-s and F1-s, respectively, which are computed based on the correctly extracted aspect term from the ATE instead of the golden ones.
Compared Models
• {CMLA, DECNN}-{ALSTM, dTrans}: CMLA ) focuses on aspect term and opinion term co-extraction through modeling their inter-dependencies. DECNN (Xu et al., 2018) proposes double embeddings for the ATE subtask. ALSTM is an attentionbased structure and the dTrans (He et al., 2018) introduces a large document-level corpus to improve the ASC performance.
• PIPELINE-IMN: It is the pipeline setting of IMN , which performs ATE, OTE and ASC subtasks separately.
• SPAN-pipeline (Hu et al., 2019b) : It utilizes BERT as backbone networks for ATE and ASC subtasks, which is a strong baseline.
• MNN and INABSA : The two models all handle the aspect term-polarity co-extraction as a sequence labeling problem by using a unified tagging scheme.
• BERT+GRU : It focuses on exploring the potential of BERT for this task.
• DOER : This model jointly perform aspect term and polarity co-extraction with a cross-shared unit.
• IMN : It uses an interactive multi-task architecture and message-passing mechanism to pass the document-level knowledge to aspect-level tasks, which is the current state-of-the-art method for end-to-end ABSA task. IMN −d is the variant of IMN, where −d denotes without using the document-level corpora.
Results and Analysis
Main Results. Table 2 and Table 3 are the results of ours and baseline models for the end-toend ABSA task 6 . Results suggest that our IKTN consistently outperforms all baseline models by a large margin in most cases under the setting without BERT. We can conclude from Table 2 and 3: 1) For all three aspect-level subtasks (F1-a, F1-o, F1-s and acc-s), Table 2 shows that our IKTN can significantly surpass other baselines in most cases on three subtasks. This suggests that the inter-task correlations and document-level knowledge have an overall positive impact on these subtasks, and demonstrates the superiority of our model.
2) For aspect term-polarity co-extraction (F1-I), Table 2 shows that our IKTN can performs the best than other baselines. Specifically, IKTN outperforms the best F1-I results of IMN by 1.56%, 2.23%, and 2.13% on D1, D2 and D3, respectively, indicating that the IKTN indeed can benefit from the knowledge transfer at both the token level and the document level. We achieve further improvements by using BERT features (+2.21%, +3.97%, and +3.15% compared with IMN, respectively).
3) We compare with other models in Table 3 , which adopt different dataset settings from ours. We find that the IKTN can surpass the DOER under the setting without BERT. And our model Table 2 : Model comparison. The results with symbol " * " refer to IMN . " −d " represents not using document-level corpus. "+BERT" denotes exploiting BERT-Base features on our architecture. Average results over 5 runs with random initialization are reported. # Models D2 0 DOER 59.48 1 IKTN (Ours) 60.60 2 BERT+GRU 60.42 3 SPAN-pipeline (Hu et al., 2019b) 61.84 4 IKTN+BERT (Ours) 62.34 with BERT (row 4) can also outperform the SPANpipeline (row 3) and "BERT+GRU" (row 2), which suggests the effectiveness of our approach.
Ablation Study. We investigate the impact of different knowledge in Table 4 , where we remove one knowledge at a time. And we conclude that: 1) our fine-grained application of the document-level knowledge has better effect than the "Coarse" one (row 1 vs. row 0); 2) once any of the aspect-level subtask knowledge transfer is removed (row 1 vs. rows 2∼4), scores on three subtasks decrease to some extent, and a more evident decline occurs on the ASC subtask (F1-s), which shows that the three aspect-level subtasks are highly semantically correlated and thus can incrementally boost one another; 3) we also observe obvious drops, especially on the ATE and OTE subtasks (F1-a and F1-o) when removing the document-level knowledge from the DDC subtask (row 5), and on the ASC subtask (F1s) when removing it from the DSC subtask (row 6), which shows that discriminately transferring the document-level knowledge can significantly benefits the corresponding aspect-level tasks (row 1 vs. Table 4 : F1-a (%), F1-o (%) and F1-s (%) scores of ablation study on D1, and the results on D2 and D3 are given in Appendix C, which aim to investigate the impacts of the different knowledge. The "Coarse" is the usage from IMN , meaning the knowledge from two document-level subtasks is merged to indistinguishably enhance the aspect-level tasks. The "aspect knowledge transfer" represents removing the aspect knowledge transfer and its interactions with other subtasks correspondingly. Similarly for rows 3∼6. rows 5∼6), leading to better performances.
Case Study and Visualization. To provide an understanding of how the knowledge transfer works, we take the knowledge transfer from OTE and ATE to ASC for example to visualize the agreement value c j|i in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) and 4(c) are the case of transferring knowledge from OTE to ASC, which shows that the knowledge from the OTE subtask can be effectively sent to the ASC subtask, indicating that the opinion word determines the sentimental polarity, i.e., the former (ATE) is naturally correlated with the latter (ASC). Particularly, in Figure 4(c) , the negation information can be effectively transferred to the aspect term "prices" via the routing algorithm and affects its sentimental polarity. Figure 4(b) and 4(d) are the case of transferring knowledge from ATE to ASC, which suggests that the aspect-related knowledge is mainly transferred to corresponding word and points out whether it is a aspect term or not. Therefore, it can help the aspect-level sentiment classification to judge whether the word should own sentimental polarity or not. Hu et al., 2019b) and the three subtasks (Peng et al., 2019) , can model the semantic correlations and thus achieve promising results.
Related Work
However, these methods still fail to fully model the mutual correlations among all the three subtasks. For instance, Peng et al. (2019) use a unified tagging scheme 8 to solve the aspect term-polarity problem and thus can not explicitly model the correlations between them, and they only transfer aspect term knowledge for opinion term extraction. Different from all work above, we focus on exploiting the inter-task correlations among all the three subtasks and thus incrementally boost one another. Besides, we observe the task characteristics and thus propose to use the document-level corpus to discriminately help the corresponding aspect-level tasks, achieving better performances.
Capsule Network. Capsule network (Sabour et al., 2017) has been widely applied in many natural language processing tasks. In the ABSA field, for example, focus on building multiple capsules for aspect category sentiment analysis, which do not employ the routing procedure. Chen and Qian (2019) construct a transfer capsule network for transferring semantic knowledge from DSC to ASC via sharing encoder, which utilizes the vanilla capsule network only for the ASC subtask. Du et al. (2019) combine capsule network with an interactive attention to model the semantic relationship between the given aspect term and context for the ASC subtask. Jiang et al. (2019) release a new large-scale Multi-Aspect Multi-Sentiment (MAMS) dataset and use capsule network building a strong baseline. Unlike these methods, we focus on the end-to-end ABSA task rather than the individual subtask, and we propose a dynamic-length routing algorithm, which can efficiently perform knowledge transfer.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose an iterative knowledge transfer network for the ABSA task, which can fully exploit the inter-task correlations among the three aspect-level subtasks with the proposed routing algorithm. Furthermore, we design a more fine-grained method enabling our model to incorporate the document-level knowledge for discriminately enhancing the corresponding aspect-level tasks. Experimental results on three benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, which achieves new state-of-the-art results.
